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BILL OF QUANTITIES FOR THE PROPOSED WELL IN NAHR EL BARED CAMP (NBC) & 

1.  General 

Site Preparation and Mobilization- demobilization of All  equipment related to drilling, well construction and well testing  on Site

The contractor shall visit the site and make all investigations deemed necessary to ascertain him with all site conditions, and 

nature of works.

The contractor shall deploy on-site a full time civil engineer and if possible with some experience in hydrogeology and borehole 

drilling. 

The contractor shall make full coordination with the popular committee, local community, and UNRWA Engineer before and 

during the drilling execution in order to discuss and anticipate any future problems such as roads closure and accessibility, 

existing infrastructure design in the camp etc...         

The contractor sall be deemed responsible for any damages that results from the drilling, mobilization and demobilization 

activities. .

The contractor is requested to comply with safety rules and regulations, COVID-19 regulations of social distancing, wearing PPEs, 

Hygiene practices, etc…. to ensure the works are implemented in safe environment for residents, labor force and equipment.

The contractor must coordinate with the archeology team prior to execution of the works.

The contractor will be paid by UNRWA based on the activities executed in reference to the BOQ. However, if not all the activities 

in the BOQ were implemented due to certain conditions during drilling, the non-implemented activities shall be omitted from the 

invoice(s) by the contractor and only the executed activities shall be invoiced. 

Only extension of time with no extra cost will be granted in case of any lockdown, closures, restrictions due to COVID-19 crisis or 

other reasons.

The contractor will be responsible to coordinate with the army and ISF to obtain permissions for the entry of  drilling machine, 

machinery, equipment and building materials.



1.11

1.12

Serial Description Unit Quantities Unit price (USD) Total price (USD)

2.1 Drilling using a 22-inch  Bit ( from 0-50 m depth) Lm 50 $0

2.2
Drilling at Nominal Diameter  15 1/2-inch (up to a depth of 350 

m)
Lm 300 $0

2.3
Drilling at Nominal Diameter 11 3/4 inch (up to a depth of 600 

m)
Lm 200 $0

2.4
Drilling at Nominal Diameter  of 7 5/8 inch (up to a depth of 800 

m) (SCENARIO 2)
Lm 250 $0

3.1
Conduct Borehole Verticality/alignment Test or borehole 

deviation logging
Run 1 $0

3.2

Conduct Borehole Geophysical Logging for the Following as per 

specifications for the Followings:  Resistivity (Short, Normal), 

Laterolog,  Sontaneous Potential,  Gamma ray,   Borehole 

DiameterFluid Conductivity, and Fluid Temperature

Run 2 $0

3.3 Conduct Borehole Caliper Test Run 1 $0

3.4
Conduct Borehole CCTV Survey  (Borehole Camera Survey) 

(Optional)
Run 1 $0

4.  Casing/ Screen Installation

2.  Drilling

3. Borehole Tests

It is required that the contractor uses mud/bentonite while drilling the well and provide/acquire a rotary drilling machine that can reach 

a minimum depth of 950-1000 m bgl.

Upon completion of works,  all installations to be tested, commissioned, and all works are to be handed over in good conditions.

The contractor has to submit in advance before purchasing: catalogues, manuals or samples if possible to get prior agreements 

specially for the important components of the pumps, panel and control boards.  



4.1

Supply and Install  18-inch Inside diameter Steel Top Protective 

Casing, 6 mm thickness and filled the Annular Space with a 

Cement Bentonite Grout using Tremmie Technique

Lm 50 $0

4.2

Supply and Install  12-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  API - 5L Grade 

B, or ASTM-A53 Grade B, or equivalent of 7.8 mm wall 

Thickness, Spirally Welded with Bivelved End, along with the 

installation of the centralizers, at 50 m intervals 

Lm 350 $0

4.3

Supply and Install  10-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  API - 5L Grade 

B, or ASTM-A53 Grade B, or equivalent of 6.4 mm wall 

Thickness, Spirally Welded with Bivelved End.

Lm 345 $0

4.4

Supply and Install  8-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  API - 5L Grade 

B, or ASTM-A53 Grade B, or equivalent of 6.4 mm wall 

Thickness, Spirally Welded with Bivelved End. (SCENARIO 1)

Lm 130 $0

4.5

Supply and Install 8-inch Carbon Steel Casing  API- 5L grade B (or 

equivalent)  Inside Diameter Bridge Slotted of 6.4 mm wall 

thickness,, slot opening of 3-4 mm, and 12 % open slot area. 

(SCENARIO 1)

Lm 75 $0

4.6
Welding of the  10-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  with the 8-inch 

ID  Carbon Steel Casing  
Lm 1 $0

4.7

Supply and Install  8-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  API - 5L Grade 

B, or ASTM-A53 Grade B, or equivalent of 7.8 mm wall 

Thickness, Spirally Welded with Bivelved End. (SCENARIO 2)

Lm 205 $0

4.8

Supply and Install  6-inch ID  Carbon Steel Casing  API - 5L Grade 

B, or ASTM-A53 Grade B, or equivalent of 6.4 mm wall 

Thickness, Spirally Welded with Bivelved End. (SCENARIO 2)

Lm 50

4.9

Supply and Install 6-inch Carbon Steel Casing  API- 5L grade B (or 

equivalent)  Inside Diameter Bridge Slotted of 6.4 mm wall 

thickness,, slot opening of 3-4 mm, and 12 % open slot area, 

along with a casing reducer/adapter to connect the 8-inch ID 

casing and the 6-inch casing (SCENARIO 2)

Lm 200 $0



5.  Annular Sealing

5.1

Grouting the annular space between the inner casing of 18 inch 

and the borehole wall of 22- inch diameter; using tremie 

grouting technique

Lm 50 $0

5.2
Grouting the annular space between the inner casing of 12 inch 

and the borehole wall of 15 1/2- inch diameter
Lm 200 $0

5.3
Grouting the annular space between the inner casing of 8 inch 

and the borehole wall of 11 3/4- inch diameter. (SCENARIO 2)
Lm 200 $0

6.  Well Development and Pumping Test

6.1 Preliminary Well Pumping Using Air Lift Method LS 1 $0

6.2

Supply an Install Pump in the Well  up to Depth  of  300 m with a 

discharge capacity at maximum depth of  30 l/s at 250 m, and all 

associated equipment 

LS 1 $0

6.3
Develop Well  by  Alternate Pumping or surging until water 

becomes  visually free of sediment as instructed by the engineer
Hour 12 $0

6.4

Operate Pump During the Step Drawdown Test and Measure 

Water levels, Discharge flows,  and Selected Water Quality  

Parameter as per Technical Specifications

Hour 16 $0

6.5

Operate Pump During the Constant Rate  Test and Measure 

Water levels, Discharge flows,  and Selected Water Quality  

Parameter as per Technical Specifications

Hour 72 $0

6.6
Measure Water Level during the Recovery Phase of Step 

Drawdown test and Constant Rate Test
hour 32 $0

6.7
Collection and Delivery of Groundwater Samples to an 

appropriate Laboratory
Sample 1 $0

6.8
Laboratory analysis for the standard physico-chemical 

parameters, and Bacteriological analysis
Sample 1 $0

7. Reporting



7.1
Preparation of Well Completion Report (including borehole 

testing and Pumping test data)
LS 1 $0

8. Equipping The Well-Provisional Items $0

8.1

Supply and install European made submersible water pump with 

all associated equipment in the deep well, the pump will  be 

installed to a depth of around 280m-300m, the maximum head 

is 300 m and maximum discharge 30l/s. Based on the results of 

short and long term pumping test and water head the pump  to 

be installed  with a range between 60HP up to 125 HP capacity.

LS 1 $0

8.2

 Provide and install approved quality 4 inch  new steel rotary 

Riser  pipes Italian made  with all fittings, joints and accessories 

needed for connections for  installing and fixation to well head. 

LM 300 $0

8.3

Well head construction of a concrete chamber head over the 

deep well  of clear size (200x100) cm and above the ground 

surface (height 1.5 m).   Work to  include possible excavation in 

any kind of soil or rocky/concrete areas. Walls, floor and roof 

slabs of the chamber to be RC concrete 15 cm thick and with 

steel reinforcement Ø 12 mm every 20 cm and in both 

directions,  complete with heavy duty cast iron lockable cover D 

400 of clear size (120x60) cm (watertight). Unit rate shall 

deemed to include provision and installment of electrical flow 

meter, pressure switch, air valve along with all the accessories 

needed.         

LS 1 $0

8.4

Mechanical Fittings needed for connection under the Elevated 

water tank at the mechanical room  Including gate valves, check 

valve, double air release valve all of  PN 16; 100 mm DN., 

assemblies to BS or ISO standard dismantling joints, and all 

necessary hydraulic accessories 

LS 1 $0



8.5

Supply and install 4" electrical ATR121 European flow meter to 

the well, of approved quality. Unit rate shall include securely fix 

the flow meter and connect to the wells' control panel Board 

with all needed cables, accessories, screen, etc.. for proper 

connections, and testing and commissioning.

The  flow meter is digital with 32x74 controller and highly 

configurable, which can be programmed for  temperature 

sensors, resistance thermometers and thermocouples,   but also 

for pressure transmitters, humidity and flow sensors. The 

algorithm for heating-cooling PID control is optimized both for 

temperature control and for process variables with quick 

transitory, like pressure control and flow control. The software 

functions of the ATR121 include the open-close logic for valve 

control on industrial thermoregulation, air conditioning, dosing 

systems. and the controller's outputs can be selected as 

command/multiple alarm modes/event. The serial 

communication option is RS485 with Modbus/Slave protocol

LS 1 $0

8.6

Supply and install 4" non-return Valve for the wells including 

bend, double flanged pipe, flanges, adaptors Ductile iron non 

return valve assembly; assemblies to BS or ISO standard 

complete including  flange spigots, flange sockets, flange 

adaptors, dismantling joints, double flanged pipes, socket/spigot 

pieces, bends, reducers, flap valves, accessories, concrete 

supports, corrosion protection, connecting, testing and all other 

related works, all as specified and to the satisfaction of the 

Engineer.

LS 1 $0



8.7

Supply and install complete chlorination system  deep  well  

including complete sodium hypo chlorine dosing system 

comprising of solenoid adjustable dosing and injection pump of 

prominent type or equivalent approved type with dosing 

capacity range 0-4 liter /hour at 16 bar back pressure. 50 liter 

polyethylene white chlorination tank with built in factory made 

manual stainless steel mixer ,the works and installations should 

include for all fittings and accessories required to accommodate 

and connect the desired tank feeding point through 

underground 1/2" stainless steel pipe all according to the 

specifications and instruction by Eng. programmable residual 

chlorine analyzer of Dulcometer type or equivalent approved 

type complete with its associated accessories and printer 

including all required connection and automatically operate and 

control the dosing pump to cope with the desire concentration 

of the residual chlorine at the tank.

LS 1 $0

8.8

Connection to the Water Reservoir including excavation,  ductile 

iron pipe laying, flanges, ductile iron gate valve assembly, PN 16; 

100 mm DN., assemblies to BS or ISO standard complete 

including wheels, flange spigots, flange sockets, flange adaptors, 

dismantling joints, double flanged pipes, socket/spigot pieces, 

bends, reducers, flap valves, accessories, concrete supports, 

corrosion protection, connecting, testing and all other related 

works, adapter,  non return valve of PN 16; 100 mm DN., 

assemblies to BS or ISO standard ,double flange connection,  and 

all other related accessories and fittings need for connection to 

the ductile pipe under the reservoir and to the booster pump 

under the reservoir with all mechanical fittings and accessories 

needed,  gravel, sand-bedding, backfilling and mechanical float 

valve, 

LS 1 $0

$09. Equipping The Electrical works  Well-Provisional Items



9.1
Electrical cables, wires and connections (shall be of type Cable 

Du Liban )

9.1.1

Provide and install electric copper solid black  cable (cable du 

Liban) (4x95mm2 ) Unarmoured PVC insulated PVC sheathed 

0.6/1kV conforming to IEC 60502-1 with all fittings, accessories 

and special connections (IP67 and above) to connect the pump 

to the main controlling panel board, these works shall deem to 

include all cable fixation material in control room such as cable 

trays and all its accessories as per to the satisfaction of the work 

supervisor.

LM 350

9.1.2

Provide and fix electric sensor with its cable (3x2.5mm solid 

black cable) (cable du Liban) with sensors for the temperature 

control (three different leveled electrodes, the lowest electrode 

is 2m above the pump and the other 2 electrodes are 1m apart 

for each one)to secure protection for the pump motor. 

Complete with proper connection to the controlling panel board 

and special (IP67 and above )isolation material.

LM 350

9.1.3

Provide and install electric copper solid black  cable (4x95mm2 ) 

(cable du Liban) Unarmoured PVC insulated PVC sheathed 

0.6/1kV conforming to IEC 60502-1 with all fittings, accessories 

and special connections to make proper connections between 

main controlling panel board, ATS panel, EDL meter and 

Generator, all these works shall  deem to include all electrical 

accessories and all cables fixation material as cable trays and 

whatever else inside control room, as per to the satisfaction of 

the work supervisor.

LM 70

9.1.4

Provide and fix water supply pipes HDPE with internal diameter 

2 " for the Piezometer measurements. The last 60 cm of the pipe 

is porous (holes with 2.5 mm in diameter).

LS 1



9.1.5

Supply and install a high quality European made piezometer with 

its cable (up to 350 meters)of type Cobalt and to the satisfaction 

of work supervisor. Unit rate shall include the connection to the 

panel board and reprogramming of the piezometer. The 

Piezometer shall be fixed to a depth 2-3m above the water 

pump. 

LS 1

9.2 STEEL PLATE

9.2.1

Provision, Supply and fix steel plate 20 mm thick and of size 

80x80cm with 4 openings (one for pipe of 4", another for UPVC 

conduit for the piezometer of 2.5", the 3rd for the electric cable 

of 2", and 4th for the electric sensors and cables of 1") complete 

with elbow, flanges and all accessories for proper connections.                                       

- Unit rate shall include proper connection of impellers with 

motor, electrical cable and piezometer with main electrical 

board, and testing and commissioning.

LS 1

9.3 Electric panels



Supply and install a Control Panel Board up to100HP water 

pump,  with soft starter equipment for the pump with the entire 

needed standard control panel for water pump: contactors, 

circuit breakers, digital volt and ampere meters, phase relay, 

electronic current relay, level relay,  pressure switches, flow 

meter, comprising the followings:

- European Panel board with plate 100x160x30cm with 

dedicated busbars for neutral&earthing(no.1) -

- Intelligent Soft Starter Soft Stop equipment for the motor of 

water pump. This has to incorporates the latest motor control 

theory and protection technology with the advanced software 

technology of new equipment. Power of this soft starter has to 

be 75-90kw.Siemens, Schneider, Powtran or similar approved 

quality. (No. 1)                                                                                            -

4 poles Industrial circuit Breaker MCCB, 4x200A. Mitsubishi, 

schneider, siemens, lovato or Similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                

-Contactor, either C185A, C200A or C225A according to 

UNRWA's Engineer determination. Siemens, Schneider, Lovato, 

Mitsubishi or similar approved quality. (No. 1) or (No.2) if the 

soft starter has not an internal built by-pass.                                                                                            

- Digital 4-lines voltage relay (over/under voltage + phase 

sequence), high quality (No. 1)                                                                

-Electronic current relay of range from 35 to 225A. schneider, 

siemens, lovato or Similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                                   

-Water Level Relay with 8 pin base, high quality, Spain made. 

(No. 1)                                                                                                                    

-Timer of high quality, 8 pin base. (No. 2)                                        

-220V relay, 11 pin base, Italian carlopizi quality. (No. 4

-Digital Multimeter of High quality, with 3 proper current 

transformers. (No. 1)                                                                                 

-Start, Stop push buttons. (No. 1/1)                                                                

-Manual/Auto. Selection Switch. (No. 1)                                                

-Emergency Switch. (No. 1)                                                                        

-Supply and installation of a digital (proportional- Integral- 

derivative controller PID), Italian pixsys ATR142 quality, 

32x74mm. The analogue input of this controller has to be 

connected to a piezometer, then programmed to replies for the 

pressure transmitted signal from it and commands water level 

display in the well. (No. 1)                                                                        

-Surge Arrester of high approved quality, 3P + N, 100KA, with 

Insulated cable 1x50mm2 to connect it to the nearest earthling 

pit. (No. 1)(lotrun or DHYN type or equivelent)                                                           

-Hour meter, schneider or similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                                                          

-Indicating Lamps for all different functions and from different 

colors. (No. 9)                                                                                              

-Execution of both power and control circuits with all Needed 

suitable Capillary Cables, 50 or 70mm2 for power circuit and 

thin wires for control circuit determined by UNRWA's Engineer. 

With all suitable cable trays, plus all needed circuit breakers, 

Fuses, Termination lugs, Junction points and other accessories.                                                                              

-All circuits and cables have to be labeled and done in a rigid, 

neat, functional and satisfying manner to meet and complying 

strictly to the satisfaction of UNRWA's Electrical Engineer.

9.3.1 1LS



9.3.2

Supply and installation of a high quality single box 

programmable logic controller system PLC with its power supply 

in an iron box 60x80x25cm tightly connected to earth. Number 

of inputs and outputs of this controller have to reach 32/32, and 

these to be from both Digital and Analog types of terminations. 

This PLC has to be supplement with two clear screens put on the 

panel board face. This including all the connections from the 

water tanks to the panel board and reprogramming the PLC and 

the piezometers in such a way it can present or show us the level 

of water in two water tanks, quantity of water flow and pressure 

of water. Siemens, Schnieder, DELTA or similar approved quality.

LS 1

Supply and install a Control Panel Board up to100HP water 

pump,  with soft starter equipment for the pump with the entire 

needed standard control panel for water pump: contactors, 

circuit breakers, digital volt and ampere meters, phase relay, 

electronic current relay, level relay,  pressure switches, flow 

meter, comprising the followings:

- European Panel board with plate 100x160x30cm with 

dedicated busbars for neutral&earthing(no.1) -

- Intelligent Soft Starter Soft Stop equipment for the motor of 

water pump. This has to incorporates the latest motor control 

theory and protection technology with the advanced software 

technology of new equipment. Power of this soft starter has to 

be 75-90kw.Siemens, Schneider, Powtran or similar approved 

quality. (No. 1)                                                                                            -

4 poles Industrial circuit Breaker MCCB, 4x200A. Mitsubishi, 

schneider, siemens, lovato or Similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                

-Contactor, either C185A, C200A or C225A according to 

UNRWA's Engineer determination. Siemens, Schneider, Lovato, 

Mitsubishi or similar approved quality. (No. 1) or (No.2) if the 

soft starter has not an internal built by-pass.                                                                                            

- Digital 4-lines voltage relay (over/under voltage + phase 

sequence), high quality (No. 1)                                                                

-Electronic current relay of range from 35 to 225A. schneider, 

siemens, lovato or Similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                                   

-Water Level Relay with 8 pin base, high quality, Spain made. 

(No. 1)                                                                                                                    

-Timer of high quality, 8 pin base. (No. 2)                                        

-220V relay, 11 pin base, Italian carlopizi quality. (No. 4

-Digital Multimeter of High quality, with 3 proper current 

transformers. (No. 1)                                                                                 

-Start, Stop push buttons. (No. 1/1)                                                                

-Manual/Auto. Selection Switch. (No. 1)                                                

-Emergency Switch. (No. 1)                                                                        

-Supply and installation of a digital (proportional- Integral- 

derivative controller PID), Italian pixsys ATR142 quality, 

32x74mm. The analogue input of this controller has to be 

connected to a piezometer, then programmed to replies for the 

pressure transmitted signal from it and commands water level 

display in the well. (No. 1)                                                                        

-Surge Arrester of high approved quality, 3P + N, 100KA, with 

Insulated cable 1x50mm2 to connect it to the nearest earthling 

pit. (No. 1)(lotrun or DHYN type or equivelent)                                                           

-Hour meter, schneider or similar approved quality. (No. 1)                                                                                          

-Indicating Lamps for all different functions and from different 

colors. (No. 9)                                                                                              

-Execution of both power and control circuits with all Needed 

suitable Capillary Cables, 50 or 70mm2 for power circuit and 

thin wires for control circuit determined by UNRWA's Engineer. 

With all suitable cable trays, plus all needed circuit breakers, 

Fuses, Termination lugs, Junction points and other accessories.                                                                              

-All circuits and cables have to be labeled and done in a rigid, 

neat, functional and satisfying manner to meet and complying 

strictly to the satisfaction of UNRWA's Electrical Engineer.

9.3.1 1LS



Supply and installation a complete automatic changeover power 

supply between public electricity (EDL) and local UNRWA's 

Generator, with both mechanical and electrical protections. This 

panel board has to give priority to EDL Electricity and comprise 

the followings:

Iron Box with plate 80x120x25cm. (No. 1)

4-poles industrial circuit breaker MCCB 4x400A. 

Siemens,Shneider, Mitsubishi, Lovato or similar approved 

quality. (No. 2)

4-poles industrial Contactor 4x400A, with all auxiliary points 

needed, with mechanical and electrical protections. Siemens, 

Mitsubishi, Shneider, Lovato or similar approved quality(No. 2)

4-poles bus bars structure, one for each phase, made from red 

copper plates 40 x 5 mm, installed on opposite graded insulated 

chairs 60cm apart. The connections from circuit breakers to 

contactors and from contactors to bus bars have to be from 

capillary cable 1x120mm2 with all suitable termination lugs. 

(Item)

Emergency Switch. (No. 1)

4-poles Industrial circuit breakers 4x225A, connected to the bus 

bars through capillary copper cables 1x70mm2 with all suitable 

termination lugs. These breakers act as outputs of the panel 

board. Siemens, Mitsubishi, Lovato or similar approved quality. 

(No. 3)

Relay, 220volt, 11 pin base. Italian carlopezi quality. (No. 2)

Timer of high quality 8 pin base. (No. 2)

Digital multimeter of high quality with 3 proper current 

transformers. (No. 1)

Selected switch 1-0-2 between 2 generators. (No. 1)

Indicated Lamps for different functions and from different 

colors. (No. 12)

Surge Arrester of high approved quality, 3P+N, 100 KA, with 

insulated cable 1x70mm2 to reach special Earthing pit.(DYHN or 

Lotroun branded) (No. 1)

All needed wires, cable trays, lugs, circuit breakers, fuses, 

junction points and other accessories.

This panel board has to be done with high expert control and has 

to be in a rigid, neat and functional manner. All to comply and 

meet the satisfaction of UNRWA's Electric Engineers

LS 19.3.3



Supply and installation a complete automatic changeover power 

supply between public electricity (EDL) and local UNRWA's 

Generator, with both mechanical and electrical protections. This 

panel board has to give priority to EDL Electricity and comprise 

the followings:

Iron Box with plate 80x120x25cm. (No. 1)

4-poles industrial circuit breaker MCCB 4x400A. 

Siemens,Shneider, Mitsubishi, Lovato or similar approved 

quality. (No. 2)

4-poles industrial Contactor 4x400A, with all auxiliary points 

needed, with mechanical and electrical protections. Siemens, 

Mitsubishi, Shneider, Lovato or similar approved quality(No. 2)

4-poles bus bars structure, one for each phase, made from red 

copper plates 40 x 5 mm, installed on opposite graded insulated 

chairs 60cm apart. The connections from circuit breakers to 

contactors and from contactors to bus bars have to be from 

capillary cable 1x120mm2 with all suitable termination lugs. 

(Item)

Emergency Switch. (No. 1)

4-poles Industrial circuit breakers 4x225A, connected to the bus 

bars through capillary copper cables 1x70mm2 with all suitable 

termination lugs. These breakers act as outputs of the panel 

board. Siemens, Mitsubishi, Lovato or similar approved quality. 

(No. 3)

Relay, 220volt, 11 pin base. Italian carlopezi quality. (No. 2)

Timer of high quality 8 pin base. (No. 2)

Digital multimeter of high quality with 3 proper current 

transformers. (No. 1)

Selected switch 1-0-2 between 2 generators. (No. 1)

Indicated Lamps for different functions and from different 

colors. (No. 12)

Surge Arrester of high approved quality, 3P+N, 100 KA, with 

insulated cable 1x70mm2 to reach special Earthing pit.(DYHN or 

Lotroun branded) (No. 1)

All needed wires, cable trays, lugs, circuit breakers, fuses, 

junction points and other accessories.

This panel board has to be done with high expert control and has 

to be in a rigid, neat and functional manner. All to comply and 

meet the satisfaction of UNRWA's Electric Engineers

LS

Supply and installation a complete Diesel generating set of the 

following specifications                                                                         

1. Generating set 250KVA prime power, 3 phases, 50Hz, 380\220 

volts, 1500 RPM. , 6 cylinders. Volvo or similar approved by 

UNRWA.

2. 3 phases brushless Alternator (Leroysomer, France), 

(Stamford), (Mec.Alite) or similar approved. Self Exciting and 

Regulating.

3. Priority 1: Functioning under control of Gas oil pump by 

Electrical Regulator, as it is heavy duty and easier to maintain. 

Otherwise what is offered to study and choice by UNRWA.

4. Digital Control Protection Board: This has to possess the 

ability to understand the fault and its causes written in details 

on its screen. Provided by full protection system:

*Oil pressure protection.

*Temperature protection.

*Water level protection.

*Over load protection.

 *Over speed protection. In addition to all other protections.

5. Sound proof Enclosure (Silencer): limited from 69 to 70 dbA @ 

1 meter, Canopy floor insulated and reinforced with I beams, 

thickness of iron sheet 2mm, thickness of cabinet body or 

insulating materials 10cm. Paint: smoothened, undercoated and 

treated with anti-rust +one coat of paint. Exhaust Muffler to be 

outside the cabinet.

6. High Efficient Radiator: To suit hot weather and full loads.

7. Provided by Gas Oil Separator.

8. Provided by oil taking out pump.

9. Provided by anti vibration pads (mounts) for the Generator.

10. Provided by 4 pole high quality circuit breaker (MCCB

LS9.4 1

19.3.3



9.5

Manufacture, provide and fix 2000 liters Diesel tank, the tank is 

of overall size of 100cm length*100cm wide* 200cm height with 

metal supports, and is made up of 3mm thick black metal sheets 

with internal supports and accessories needed, including 4Ø1/2" 

joints for filling and emptying the tank, 2Ø1/2 joints for 

connecting the tanks to the generator, 8mm level tube with top 

and bottom fixtures with lockable steel cover to protect the 

level indicator tube, Ø1/2 black steel pipes for tank connections 

to the generator , testing and commissioning .

LS 2

$0

Please refer to the Technical Specifications Document for detailed information about the drilling, borehole testing, casing/screen installation, well 

development and pumping test activities.

Total(USD):

Supply and installation a complete Diesel generating set of the 

following specifications                                                                         

1. Generating set 250KVA prime power, 3 phases, 50Hz, 380\220 

volts, 1500 RPM. , 6 cylinders. Volvo or similar approved by 

UNRWA.

2. 3 phases brushless Alternator (Leroysomer, France), 

(Stamford), (Mec.Alite) or similar approved. Self Exciting and 

Regulating.

3. Priority 1: Functioning under control of Gas oil pump by 

Electrical Regulator, as it is heavy duty and easier to maintain. 

Otherwise what is offered to study and choice by UNRWA.

4. Digital Control Protection Board: This has to possess the 

ability to understand the fault and its causes written in details 

on its screen. Provided by full protection system:

*Oil pressure protection.

*Temperature protection.

*Water level protection.

*Over load protection.

 *Over speed protection. In addition to all other protections.

5. Sound proof Enclosure (Silencer): limited from 69 to 70 dbA @ 

1 meter, Canopy floor insulated and reinforced with I beams, 

thickness of iron sheet 2mm, thickness of cabinet body or 

insulating materials 10cm. Paint: smoothened, undercoated and 

treated with anti-rust +one coat of paint. Exhaust Muffler to be 

outside the cabinet.

6. High Efficient Radiator: To suit hot weather and full loads.

7. Provided by Gas Oil Separator.

8. Provided by oil taking out pump.

9. Provided by anti vibration pads (mounts) for the Generator.

10. Provided by 4 pole high quality circuit breaker (MCCB
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